Feynman's path-integral formalism of the polaron problem is generalized, by which it is easy and natural to get the second-order perturbation result in the weak-coupling 
I. INTRODUCTION The problem of finding the ground-state energy of the Frohlich polaron Hamiltonian has a fairly substantial literature. It is well known that among all the methods, Feynman's path-integral theory gives the best ground-state energy in the overall range of the coupling strength. ' It is our purpose to generalize the Feynman formalism, and we find that in the generalized theory it is much easier to estimate the second-order semi-invariant correction in the harmonic approximation case. In Secs. II and III, we present the generalized formalism of the path-integral theory of the polaron problem.
In Sec. IV, we apply 
2l G, (X(",R"'x"', R"'~X v) = (X"', R'"~e "»~X '",R"') is the Green's function of the Hamiltonian (p'/2) + (P'/2M) + Xv(x -R) beginning at (x'", R"') and ending at the same position (x&'&, R&o& 
Setting t=(l -f')~& 0, we can write this as follows:
(W) Tr(e»o) 
Last, we evaluate (W)". From Eq. (2), (W)" is the right-hand side of Eq. (7) is given as (') 
where we combine the first two terms on the right-hand side as
and it is noted ( W)"can also be expressed as (9'). Since E'" is a functional of Qp alone and the only constraint is that Qp is normalized, the stationary condition for the best choice of v, 5E'"/bv(g) = 0, is equivalent to 
Recently, Miyake' As a matter of fact for this particular choice of interaction,
the (W}"/P in our method can be easily shown to 
BE"/B~= 0, BE"/Bn = 0.
But from (14) 
and 4E, is given by nE, = -(1/p)(&wv)"-&w)"&v&") . The second-order semi-invariant is
The second-order semi-invariant correction to the ground-state polaron energy is n. E= -(1/2P)F'" (W') = - ' ' dt ds dt ds e "t '& ed '(k, k') ' ' ') F(«2t«tt«3t ' ' ' )+F(«3t «2t «it ' ' ' ) ] Pl s For our case, from Eq. (26), it can be easily found that (W')" is symmetric under these interchanges: s, -t"s, -t"and (s" t, ) (s" t,) simultaneously. Therefore we have only three independent expressions in F". they are F(s,t,s,t,), F(s,s,t, t,), and F(s,t,s,t,).
Hence we can write (W')"-(W)'"as 
S2 -t~-t, tg -~g -t j we can have b E, "' equal to the first term of (-1/2P)((W'), -(W)'"): 
nE(3) equals the third term of (-1/2p)((W')"-(W)'"):
Now, we arrive at the final result for second-order semi-invariant correction; the correction is t).E= (tlE '+rtE ' + t)E,")+ttE2+ dE3. This result is superior to both that of Haga and Lee and Pine', Haga's result does not reduce to perturbation theory to order (22 (when a is small). Feynman's result will reduce to that of Haga in the weak-coupling limit. Hohler' has done the straightforward fourth-order perturbation calculation, and our result agrees with that of Hohler.
Hence in this limit the cumulant series generates the perturbation expansion.
Also for large o(, from (16) we know the best choice of 0 is n-(4/9)/) a'. is not restricted to the harmonic approximation, although it is a pretty good one; in principle, any kind of trial potential is possible, and the best one certainly will be the self-consistent one. In order to see the order of magnitude of the errors which might occur due to the Jensen's inequality, this model is particularly easy to evalute the secondorder semi-invariant correction explicitly.
Because we are dealing with a three-dimensional case, the quantum number n actually is a triplet (n"n"n~} -= (o ), and let us define n, + n, + n, = p7. dke"~' ' ' "@[exp(-y Phys. Rev. 97, 660 (1955) .
